
 
 

Thank you for your decision to attend the upcoming Rural Defensive Patrolling Class (Basic).  Up 
front, I want you to know that I am excited for the opportunity to train with you and want you 
to get the most out of the experience.  To that end, the information below will confirm/specify 
details regarding the “Who, What, When, Where, and Why” for the 24-25 June class.  
 
 
WHAT TO BRING 
 
Although I encourage you to look at the equipment requirements from my website, I want to 
take the time to reiterate those requirements here.  The following items are mandatory for the 
course: 
 
-Rifle (AK or AR pattern) 
  **Ensure that any AR pattern rifles have BIRDCAGE flash suppressors installed.  If you plan on    
      running an AK pattern rifle, please understand that during force on force you will need to    
      have an AR pattern rifle as listed above so that you can fire blank cartridges.  If you do not                                         
      own an AR, I have a limited number of loaners you can use during training.  Please contact  
      me at ryan@alertplantrainingsystems.com if you need to use one of my weapons.  
-Sling 
-Rifle Magazines (4) 
-Load Carrying Equipment (LCE, LBV, Chest Rig, Belt Rig, Bandoleer) 
  **You are free to wear any field kit that you choose as long as your kit enables you to carry no  
      no less than 3 rifle magazines.  If you do not own load carrying equipment, I have a limited   
      amount of loaners you can use during training.  Please contact me at the email address  
      above if you need to use some of my gear.   
-Assault Pack (or civilian equivalent) 
-Field Clothing 
  ** You are welcome to wear camouflage, but it is NOT a requirement.  If you intend to wear  
       civilian clothing, subdued colors are preferred.  In any case, dress in layers appropriate for  
       changing weather conditions** 
-Boots  
-Gloves (shooting gloves or civilian equivalent) 
-Water Source (Nalgene, canteens, Camelbak, or water bottles) 
-Notebook 
-Pencils or Pens  
-Lunch (both days) 
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The following items are optional for the course: 
 
-Pistol  
 **I place a high value on carrying the weapons you intend to use in a patrol setting.  Please  
     understand that all pistols (if carried) will need to be completely empty of any live rounds  
     until after you leave the training site** 
-Pistol Magazines (NO LIVE ROUNDS) 
-Extra Rifle Magazines (NO LIVE ROUNDS)  
-Individual First Aid Kit (IFAK) 
 **You will not be expected to use any of your dedicated medical equipment during the  
     training.  However, if you intend to have an IFAK with you on patrol, you should train with it 
     as you intend to carry it**   
-Extra Medical Supplies (In Assault Pack) 
-Extra Water Source (In Assault Pack) 
-Wet Weather Gear (In Assault Pack) 
-Extra Socks/Insoles (In Assault Pack) 
-High Energy Snacks (Clif Bars, Peanut Butter Packets, Power Gels, Beef Jerky) 
-Sunscreen 
-Insect Repellant  
-Medications (as needed) 
 

You are welcome to carry other items as you see fit. I operate off the philosophy 
of “You rig it, You ride it”.  Essentially, only carry what you can walk/run with and 

still maintain fighting capacity throughout the day.   
 

FACILITIES 

Have all the equipment you need for the entire training day with you in your vehicles.  Please respect 
the land and the kindness extended to us by Jeremiah in letting us utilize it.  There will be a field latrine 
onsite.  I will have a covered classroom tent for you to store unneeded supplies during class and training 
iterations.   
 
WHAT TO EXPECT 
 
You spent good money to train with me.  I believe that shows a level of commitment that deserves 
respect.  You will be treated professionally during this training course.  We will follow a stair-stepped 
approach as we learn skills.  This means we will look at smaller aspects of patrolling both in a classroom 
and Instructor-Led Practical Exercise (PE) setting.  As we progress, we will put multiple skills together 
and begin transitioning to Student-Led PEs.  We will incorporate frequent After Action Reviews (AARs) to 
gain multiple perspectives on what we did, how it worked, and different views on how to overcome 
tactical problems.  After developing a sound working knowledge of the patrolling skills, you will 
transition to force-on-force iterations that drive you to recall information/skills under controlled stress, 
problem solve in real time, and react to a living, simulated enemy.   
 



You do not need to be in peak physical condition to complete this course.  That being said, patrolling is 
by definition physical work.  You will need to be able to walk and run over uneven terrain.  You will need 
to transition rapidly from standing, to kneeling, to prone positions.   You will need to be able to 
withstand hot, humid, and potentially wet weather.  Breaks will be frequent, and force on force 
scenarios will be designed to challenge, not destroy you. 
 
 
Once again, I am looking forward to training with you.   
 
Respectfully, 
 
Ryan 
 
“MANUS HAEC INIMICA TYRANNIS” 
 
 
 

 


